BKPM Accelerates Medical Equipment Business Licensing to Cope with the COVID-19

The BKPM Chairman Bahlil Lahadalia and Minister of Health Terawan Agus Putranto have agreed to provide accelerated licensing for medical equipment providers to help the country cope with the COVID-19 pandemic, the Acting Deputy Chairman for Investment Climate Development Yuliot said on Friday (20/3).

Both institutions see the urgency of the availability of supporting medical equipment because the corona pandemic will continue to occur for some time. According to Yuliot, all licenses related to medical equipment can be completed within 1 x 24 hours (1 day).

"Licensing in the OSS system comes from the technical ministry, in this case, Ministry of Health. We are happy that licensing related to business license and distribution licenses for medical equipment can be accelerated in just 1 day", Yuliot said.

Some of the products included in the licensing acceleration service include surgical masks, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and Hand Sanitizer (HS). BKPM expects that medical equipment providers will seize this opportunity to help stop the spread of COVID-19.